HORTICULTURAL

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Contribution of horticultural and floricultural crops to the total agricultural production in the
country is quite significant due to highly favourable and varied agro-ecological diversities.
Major field operations for horticultural crops include nursery/seedling preparation, post hole
digging for planting, interculture, aeration, earthing, irrigation, plant protection, harvesting,
handling, packaging transport. The cultivation of horticultural crops is predominantly
dependent upon human labour, since commercial cultivation is only on a limited scale.
Animal/power tiller or tractor-drawn mould board ploughs, disc ploughs, harrows, cultivators
and rotavators, are available and used for land preparation. The fruits plants are generally
perennial plants planted in pits. The tractor or power tiller operated posthole diggers are
available in the country up to 30 cm diameter. These pits are filled with good soil and manure.
Inter-row spaces of the pits can be tilled with power tiller/tractor drawn tillage machinery to
destroy the weeds, increase aeration and conserve moisture. Small power tillers can be used in
terraced fields.

The fruit seedsand stonesare sownmanuallyfor raisingthenursery!seedlingsfor grafting or
direct planting. For planting bold seeds,manualdibblers have beendeveloped.The inclined
plate and pneumaticplantershave beensuccessfullyusedfor direct sowingof smallvegetable
seeds.Vegetabletransplantersare undergoingextensive feasibility evaluation for planting
vegetable seedlings. Hand tools such as budding and grafting knife, pruning knife and
secateurscanbe used for plant propagationandpruning. Telescopichandlescan be used for
the pruning of the twigs and branches,which are not in the reachof humanhand. Hand tools
or sl')1allpower tillers with rotavatorscan be used for weedingand interculture. Different
types of sprayersand dustersare availablefrom manuallyto poweroperatedsuchas knapsack
sprayersfoot operatedsprayers,poweroperatedmist blowersanddustersfor plant protection.
Foggingmachinesand mist blowersare availablewhich canbe used in the greenhousesand
for covered crop cultivation Different types of pumps which includes centrifugal, turbine,
submersible,axial flow, mixed flow pumps etc. are available for lifting of the water for
irrigation. including sprinklerand drip irrigation systems.
Harvestingis the most labour intensive operationdue to delicatenature of fruits. For table
purpose,harvestingwould continueto be donemanually.Mechanical},arvestersfor fruits can
be usedwhere fruits are sentimmediatelyto processingindustriesfor extractionof juices or
making other products. Grading of the fruits is done accordingto the size and colour, which
is presentlybeingdonemanually.Attemptshave beenmadeto developfruit gradersfor apple
andoranges,which are yet to be commercialised.
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AXE

Features
The axe is a simple hand tool, which consists of cutting edge and an eye for fixing of a
handle. It is forged to shape from a single piece. Axes are available in various sizes and
shapes.The commontypesarehandfelling, felling estatepatternand felling tradepattern.For
operation,the operatorholds the handlewith both handsat convenientpositionand the tool is
raisedto suitable position and struck with force againstthe work. The penetrationi~ caused
through impactaction, which shearsthe slice of wood. The axesare made from high carbon
steelandthe cuttingedgeis hardenedto 550-650HB.

Specifications
Length of head (mm)

155-270,dependingupontype

Width of cutting edge (mm)
Hand axe

100

Felling axe

115

Felling estate pattern

105-120

Felling trade pattern

65-85

Weight (kg)

1, 1.6, 1.8,2, 2.5, and 2.7 dependingupontype

Uses
Axe is multipurpose cutting tool used for felling and delimbing of trees, splitting of logs for
firewood and dressing of logs for timber conversion. Small axes are also used for clearing of
bushes.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,116,155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,

557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

AXE
Local Name:Kuthar

Features
It is a cutting tool made from spring steel or vehicle axle and is used
in north-eastern states of the country. The kuthar is made in a single
piece by forging process by local artisans. This has a cutting edge
with an eye for fixing of a handle. The cutting edge is hardened and
ground to sharp edge for felling of trees and cutting of wood.
Usually bamboo handle is used. The tool is operated by single
person by raising the tool head with handle and striking the head
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againstthe materialto be cut.

Specification
Raw materials used

Leaf spring/vehicleaxle.
Wood

Blade
Handle
Dimension of blade
Lengthx WidthxThickness

(mm)

Angle between the blade and handle (degrees)

160-200x90-110x35-40
80-90

Dimension of handle

35-40
800-1000
1.0-1.2 (without handle)

Diameter (mm)
Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

Uses
Used for cutting wood, bamboo, clearance if jungle and forest.

Sources(Appendix)
100,114,121,232,250,950,1251

CARPENTRY AXE
Local name:Hatora

Feature
It is an adzetype of cutting tool madeout of leaf spring or
vehicle axle by forging operation. The tool is made in
single piece with an eye for insertion of handle. The
cutting edge is made sharp, hardenedand temperedto
suitablehardness.The tool is providedwith a shorthandle.
For operationthe tool head is raised by the handle and
struck againstthe wood for peelingor cutting.

Specification
Raw materials used

Leaf spring
Bamboo/wood

Blade
Handle
Dimensionofblade
Lengthx WidthxThickness

150-170x50-60x15-20

(rom)

Dimension of handle
Diameter (rom)
Length (rom)
Angle between the blade and handle (degrees)
Weight (kg)

30-35
300-400
85-90
0.40-0.50 (without handle)

Uses
It is used for cutting and ripping of bamboo for mat structures, storage structures and to cut
and split wooden logs.

Sources(Appendix)
136,232,853, 1083, 1095,1224, 1292
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AXE
Local Name: Singjang

Features
It is a common cutting tool with a long wooden handle used in
Manipur region. These are available in two different shapes and
sizes. The axe is made in single piece from old leaf spring steel or
used vehicle axle by forging. The cutting edge is hardened and
slightly curved. The operation is similar to other axes.

Specifications
Raw materials used
Blade
Handle
Dimensions of blade
LengthxWidthxThickness (mm)
Dimensions of handle
Diameter (mm)

:
:

Leaf spring/vehicle axle.
Wood

:

270-300 x 120-170 x 50-60

:

--.

30-40

Length (mm)
:
Angle between blade and handle (degrees) :
Weight (kg)

900-1100
85 -90
1.40-1.60 (without handle)

:

Uses
Used for cutting and splitting of woodenlogs and clearingof jungle.

Sources(Appendix)
789,792,799,803,

1216, 1625, 1647

AXE
Local Name:Egging

Features
It
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For operation the tool head is
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Specification
Raw material used

Blade
Handle

Vehicle axle/leaf spring

Wood

Dimension of blade
LengthxWidthxThickness (mm)
Angle between the blade and handle (degrees)
Dimension of handle
Diameter (rom)
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180-200xI00-Ilx55-60
90
30-35

Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

800-1000
1.00-1.20

Uses
Used for clearing of jungle and forest and for felling trees and bamboo.

Sources
Various blacksmiths

of Arunachal Pradesh

AXE
Local Name:Hraipni

Features
The hand tool is made in single piece from old leaf spring steel or
vehicle axle by forging operation. The eye head is different in shape
than the conventional axes commercially available in the market.
The cutting edge is sharpened and hardened. For easy penetration in
the wood the edge is made slightly curved. For operation, the tool
head is raised by the handle and struck against the wood.

Specification
Raw materialused
Blade
Handle
Dimensionof blade

Vehicle axle/leafspring
Wood

LengthxWidthxThickness(mm)
Angle betweenthe bladeandhandle(degrees)
Dimensionof handle
Diameter(mm)
Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

180-200 x 50-55 x 25-30
90
40-45
800-1000

0.80-1.00(without handle)

Uses
The axe is usedfor clearingjungle and forest, felling treesand bambooand splitting of wood.

Sources
Various blacksmiths of Mizoram State

CARPENTRY AXE
Local Name:Hachhek

Features
The hand tool is similar to adze and generally used by the
carpentry for rough sizing. One of the end is tapered and
flattened to sharp edge and the other end narrowed down to
form a tang. The blade is made from leaf spring steel by
forging operation. The tang is fitted in a bamboo handle.
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Specification
Raw material used
Blade

Leaf spring
Bamboo

Handle
Dimension

of blade

Lengthx WidthxThickness

(mm)

100-126 x 40-45 x 12-15

Angle between the blade and handle (degree)

75 (approx)

Dimension of handle
Diameter (mm)

30-45
350-400
0.35-0.40

Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

Uses
Used for ripping or splitting of wood and bamboo, rough sizing and to cut the wood for fuel.

Sources
Various blacksmiths

of Mizoram State.

AXE
Local Name:Sdie

Features
Axe is one of the importantagriculturaltools of Meghalayaused
for cutting/felling big treesand clearingof vegetation.Theseare
generally made of old vehicle axle or leaf spring scrap by
forging. It is madein singlepieceand has cutting edgehardened
and temperedfor long servicelife and an eye for fitting handle.
Its operationis similar to otheraxes.

Specifications
Raw materialused
Blade
Handle
Dimension(without handle)

Vehicle axle/leafspring
Wood

LengthxWidthxThickness(mm)
Angle betweenthe bladeandhandle(degree)
Dimensionof handle
Diameter(mm)
Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

150-200 x 80-100 x 40-50
90
30-40
800-1000
0.90-1.00

Uses
Used for cutting wooden logs and clearing of forest.

Sources(Appendix)
247,718,730,731,793,903,1068,1070,1314,1597,161
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AXE
Local Name: Kural

Features
The hand tool is made from old leaf spring steel or old vehicle
axle by forging to shape in a single piece. The body of the axe is
slightly oval is shape. The cutting edge is made sharp for easy
penetration in the wood. An eye is formed by punching and
sizing during forging to fix a handle. For operation the tool head
is raised by the handle and struck in the wood. The cutting edge
produce a slit in the wood and the thick body makes the slit
wider.

Specifications
Raw materialused
Blade
Handle
Dimension(without handle)

Vehicle axle/leafspring
Wood

LengthxWidthxThickness(mm)
Angle betweenthe bladeandhandle(degree)
Dimensionof handle
Diameter(mm)

180-225 x 60-80 x 50-70
80-90

30-45
800-900

Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

0.80-1.00(without handle)

Uses
Used for cutting bamboo, trees and splitting of wooden logs.

Sources(Appendix)
166,509, 1019, 1050, 1 158,1271,1339,1542,1624

DAB
Features
The dah is a simple manuallyoperatedhandtool, which consistsof a cutting blade and tang
made in single piece by forging. The cross-sectionof the cutting blade is taperedtowards
cutting edge, similar to knife. The tang is insertedinto the woodenhandle and fastenedby
riveting. For operation,the dah is held from the handle with one hand, raised and struck
againstthe work. The cutting is through impact and shearin&acti~ It is mad~~
high

carbonsteel,tool steel,manganesesteelor alloy steeland forgedto shape.The cutting edgeis
hardenedto 400-475HB.

Specifications
Overall length (mm)
Blade length (mm)

480
360
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Blade width (mm)
Blade thickness (mm)

60 at the handle which gradually reduces to 30 near the
handle
6.5 tapers to 3.15 at the cutting edge

Uses
The doh is used for cutting of small trees, shrubs and clearance of jungle growth.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92, 116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557,569,633,
658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528, 1536,1614,1667,1684,1732,1736

FELLING DAD
Local Name: Kopida

Features
It is a cutting tool used for various agricultural and domestic
operations. The blade is made out of old leaf spring steel or
mild steel flat! angle sections by forging. The working edge is
flattened and made sharp and the other end narrowed to form a
tang. The tang is inserted in the wooden handle. The cutting
edge is slightly curved. The cutting edge and flattened end,
both are used for carrying out the operation.

Specifications
Raw materialsused
Blade
Handle
Dimensionof blade

Leaf spring/mild steelflat or angle
Bamboo/wood

LengthxWidthxThickness(mm)
Angle betweenthe bladeandhandle(degrees)
Dimensionof handle
Diameter(mm)
Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

250-280 x 80-100 x 4-6
180

40-45
200-250
0.50-0.75(without handle)

Uses
Used for cutting wood, bamboo, vegetables etc. It is also used for clearing jungle growth and
bushes.

Sources(Appendix)
100,114,121,232,261,964,986,1083,1095,1168,1248,
1487

1250, 1251, 1258, 1292, 1420,

TEA PRUNING DAO
Local Name: Kalam katari

Features
It is a long blade-cutting knife with a curved tip. The dao blade is made from leaf spring or
mild steel flat section by forging operation. The blade made from spring steel is hardened and
tempered. A wooden handle is joined to other end of the blade by riveting. It is a popular tool
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edged

among tea growers for pruning. It is operatedby a pulling
action. The curved tip helps in easypulling and cutting of tea
branches.

Specifications
Rawmaterialsused
Blade
Handle
Dimensionof blade
LengthxWidthxThickness(rnrn)
Dimensionof handle
Diameter(rnrn)

Leaf Spring or mild steel flat

Wood
120-150 x 25-35 x3-5

Length(rnrn)
Angle betweenthe bladeandhandle(degrees)
Weight (kg)

20-30
100-120
180
0.20-0.50

Uses
Pruningof teabranches.

Sources(Appendix)
232,950, 1083, 1095,1258,1292,1420

BILLHOOK
Features
The billhook is a manuallyoperatedhandtool, which consistsof a curvedblade in hook shape
and a tang to which a woodenor plastic handleis attached.
The billhooks are available with single or double cutting
edges.The cross sectionof the blade tapersdown towards
cutting edges.For operation,the tool is held in one hand
and struck againstthe work. The cutting is accomplished
throughimpactand shearingaction.The bladeand the tang
are made from high carbon steel, manganesesteel, tool
steelor alloy steeland
forged to shape. The
cutting edgesarehardenedto 400-475HB.

Specifications
Blade length (rnrn)
Blade width (rnm)
Blade thickness (rnrn)
Length and width of
2ndcutting edge (rnm)

Single
275
135
3

Double edged

300
175
3
130 and 20

Uses
The billhook is used for lopping of branches,cutting of shrubsand other hard vegetative
material.
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Sources (Appendix)
13, 29, 92, 116, 155,206,209,249, 304, 385, 387, 391, 420, 557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961, 1004, 1009, 1010, 1108,
1.126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

BUDDING KNIFE
Features
The buddingknife is an importanthand tool of a gardener,which consistsof a folding blade
and a handle.The blade has two edges.One of the edgesis sharpenedall along its length;
---where
asthe blunt or the otheredgeis sharpened
on the tip and is slightly curved.This sharpened
curved portion is usedto createa 'T' openingor
slot on the bark of the motherbranchor twig for
the insertion of the bud. The edge sharpenedall
along its length is used for cutting of scion stick or defoliation of leavesfrom the scion and
slashingof bud from the stick: Somebuddingknives have a shortand round plastic blade at
the end of handlecalledbudder,which is used for raising of the bark of the slot for insertion
of the bud. The blade when not in use is folded into the handle.The blade is made from high
carbon steel, tool steel or alloy steel and hardenedto 460-510 HB. The outer part of the
handle
quality wood
is made
and the
from
internal
the horn,
fittings
plastic
from brass
or fine
or
aluminium alloy and a spring steel strip is
provided to lock the blade in operatingposition.
/~~:r:\
...
For operationthe sharpedge of the blade is held
againstthe scion stick and force is applied at anangle,which causescutting of the stick.

Specifications
The budding knives are available in various sizes according to the length of the blade. The
specifications of a typical budding knife areBlade length (mm)
: 60
Blade width (mm)
:
15 at the budding end and 10 mm at the handle
Blade thickness (mm)

:

1.5 which is sharpenedto the cutting edge

Uses
The budding knife is used for the budding operation, cutting of scion stick, defoliation of
leaves and removing or cutting of unwanted thin twigs of the plants.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,116,155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,

557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

GRAFTING KNIFE
Features
The ~rafting knife is another imoortant plant propagation hand tool, which resembles a
household knife. The principal parts of the knife
are blade and the handle. The cutting edge of the
blade is sharpened all along its length and the other
edge is blunt. The blade of the knife can be folded
Into the nanule Wilen not in use. A nail mark is provided in the blade to pull the blade from
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the handle. The blade is made from high carbon steel, ~ool steel of alloy steel and hardened to
460-510 HB. The operation of the knife is similar to that of budding knife and it is mainly
used to cut the scion sticks for veneer grafting, cleft and stone grafting and inarching.
Defoliation of the leaves of the scion stick, making
'V' groove for grafting and making of chisel point
of the scion for insertion in the 'V' groove are the
functions performed with the grafting knife. The
outer portion of the handle is made from horn,
plastic or good quality wood and the inner portion is fitted with aluminium or br:ass strips and
a spring steel strip for locking of the blade in working position.

Specifications
Grafting knives are available in various sizes and are specified by the working
blade. The typical specifications of a grafting knife are-

length of the

Blade length (mm)

:

60, working

Blade width (mm)

:

11

Blade thickness (mm)

:

1.5 at the blunt edge and sharpened at cutting edge

Uses
For cutting and defoliation of scion stick, making of chisel point and 'V' grooves for grafting
and slashing of thin twigs and for general-purpose cutting.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,116,155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,

557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

BUDDING AND GRAFTING KNIFE
Features
The budding and grafting knife is a multipurposeknife to accomplishboth the budding and
graftingjobs. It consiststwo bladeseachfor buddingandgrafting, which are eitherjoined to a
common hinge or are fixed to the ends of the
handle. A plastic budder is provided to the other
end of the knife in which both the bladesarejoined
to a commonhinge or end of the handle.When not
in use, both the blades can be folded into the

handle. The blades are made from high carbon
steel, tool steel or alloy steel and hardenedto 460-510 HB. With both the blades it is a
versatile knife of the gardenerand is extensivelyused in orchards,vegetablegardensand
plantations for budding and grafting purposesin
order to evolve new varieties.The handle of the
knife is thicker to accommodatetwo blades.The
outer portion of the blade is made from horn,
plastic or good quality wood andthe inner part has
brass or aluminium strips with spring steel strips
for locking of the blade in working position.

Specifications
Blade working length (mm) :
Blade width (mm)
Blade thickness (mm)
Handle length (mm)
:

65-75
:
15(budding)and 11(grafting)
: 1.5,~harpenedto the cuttingedge
95-105
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Uses
For budding and grafting in vegetables, nurseries and fruit gardens. The knife is also used for
cutting of thin unwanted twigs, defoliation of leaves and general cutting works in nurseries
and orchards.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92, 116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528, 1536,1614, 1667,1684,1732,1736

PRUNING AND SLASHING KNIVES
Features
Pruning is a process of removing unwanted branches or twigs of a plant or tree for providing
aeration, lighting and frame work which help in obtaining higher yields. Pruning and slashing
knives are hand tools, which consists of a blade ~d tang joined rigidly to the handle. The tip
~--of
the blade is either hooked or curved in order to cut
or slash the small branches or twigs of plant or tree
by pulling action. The tang of the knife is inserted in
the handle and joined rigidly by riveting. The blade
.and tang are made from the single piece. The blade is
made
high carbon
from
steel, tool steel or alloy steel and hardened to 45-55

I

HRC. The handle is made from good quality wood or
plastic. For operation the blade is engaged with the
thin branch or twigs and pulled towards the operator
to accomplish cutting. The blade is forged to shape
and cutting edge is sharpened.

Specifications
Pruning knife
Hooked
Curved

Slashingknife
hooked
Curved200

Blade length (mm)
Blade width (MM)
Blade thickness (mm)
Blade thickness at\

100-225
24-35

115
24

5.6-6.3

4

35
5.6

35
5

Cutting edge (mm)
Handle length (mm)

3.2-4.0

3.2

4

3.2

165-200

115

175

175

200

Uses
For cutting and slashing of thin branches and twigs of plantation crops and orchards.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,116,155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,
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557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

MEDIUM CHOPPING KNIFE
Local Name:Hathda

Features
Hathda is an important tool of bamboocraftsmen,fish/meat
shopkeepers
and farmers.The tool is usedfor agriculturaland
domestic purposes.The cutting blade is made from old leaf
spring steel or mild steel flat and angle sectionsby forging
operation.The cutting edgeis drawn from the back to form a
sharpedge. The tool made from the spring steelis hardened
and temperedto a suitablehardness.Its tangend is insertedin
the handleand securedby a steelring. It is operatedby striking
the cutting edgeagainstthe materialto be cut or chopped.

Specification
Rawmaterialsused
Blade
Handle
Dimensionof blade
LengthxWidthxThickness(mm)
Angle betweenthe bladeandhandle(degrees)
Dimensionof handle
Diameter(mm)

Leaf spring/mild steel
Bamboo/wood
230-260 x 45-65 x 4-6
180

25-35
140-170
0.45-0.65

Length (mm)
Weight (kg)

Uses
It is used for cutting wood, bamboo, fish and meat. It is also used for clearing of jungle
growthand forestvegetation.

Sources(Appendix)
100,114,121,136,232,261,964,986,1083,1095,1168,
1487

MULTIPURPOSE

1248, 1251, 1258, 1292, 1420,

CHOPPING KNIFE

Local Name:Nelia katari

Features
This cutting tool is made in one piece from old leaf spring
steel, mild steel angle or flat. The tool is forged in two parts,
blade and tang. The blade is curved like bill-hook and edge is
sharpened. The tool made from the spring steel is hardened and
tampered to suitable hardness. A wooden/bamboo handle is
fitted to the tang. It is operated by striking the cutting edge on
the job.

Specification
Raw materials used
Blade

Leaf Spring steel, mild steel
Bamboo/wood

Handle
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300-320

Dimension ofbl.de
Lengthx \'/idthxThickness (mm)
Angle between thl. blade and handle (degrees)

150-180 x 25-35 x 2-3

Weight (kg)

0.10-0.15

180

Uses
The tool is used for o:utting wood, bamboo, fish and meat. ,It is also used for clearing forest

vegetation.
Sources (Appendi~)
tOO, 114, 121, 136, !.32, 261, 964, 986, 1083, 1095, 1168, 1248, 1251, 1258, 1292, 1~20,
1487

MULTIPURPOSE CUTTING KNIFE
Local Name: Chemlukwm

Features
The tool is similar to bill-hook in shape and consists of blade and
tang. The tang is inserted in a wooden or bamboo handle. The
blade of the tool is made from old leaf spring steel or mild steel
flat by forging operation. The blades made from s!'ring steel are
hardened and tempered to suitable hardness. It IS vperated by
striking the cutting edge against the material to be cut.

Specifications
Raw materials used
Blade
Handle
Dimensions of blade

:
:

LengthxWidthxThickness (mm)
Dimensions of handle
Diameter (mm)

Leaf spring, mild steel flat
Wood/bamboo
x 45-50 x 4-5

:
:

35-40

Length (mm)
:
Angle between blade and handle (d.::grees) :

150-200
180-185

Weight (kg)

0.15-0.20

Uses
It is used for cutting shrubs, twigs and branche" of trees, clearance of jungle growth, cutting
and splitting of wood and bamboos. It is also \1ed for domestic purposes like cutting and
slicing of meat, fish and vegetables.

Sources
Variousblacksmithsof Mizoramstate.

CHOPPING KNIFE
LocalName: Takal

Features
The hand tool consists of blade and handle. The blade is made from old leaf spring steel or
mild steel flat section and forged to shape. The cutting end of the blade is flattened and
cutting side beveled to sharp edge. The tang of the blade is inserted into wooden handle and
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secured in place by a steel ring. For cutting, the sharp edge is
struck against the material and cutting takes place due to piercing
of blade edge in the material. The blades made from spring steel
are hardened and tempered to suitable hardness.

Specifications
Rawmaterialsused

Blade

Mild steel flat, leaf spring steel

Handle"
Dimensionsof blade

Wood

LengthxWidthxThickness(mm)
Dimensionsof handle
Diameter(rom)

300-330 x 100-120 x 4-6

Length (mm)
Angle betweenbladeandhandle(degrees)
Weight (kg)

30-45
:
150-200
180
0.55-0.70

Uses
It is used for harvesting of crops, cutting of shrubs, tree branches splitting of logs, clearance
of jungle growth. It is also used by meat seller for chopping meat.

Sources(Appendix)
79, 143, 146, 182,225,352,357,432,452,
1352,1546,1552,1559,1609,1759,1765

510, 989, 1020, 1061, 1159, 1264, 1276, 1339,

PRUNING SECATEURS
Features
Pruningsecateursalso known as pruning shearsresemblesa multipurposecombinationpliers
used in a workshop. The need of secateuraroseto
cut the branchesor twigs, which are
--

difficult to cut by pruning knives. Being handyand easyto operate,it is consideredto be an
essentialtool of the gardenerin plant propagation.Various types of pruning secateursare
fabricated for removing or cutting of unwantedbranchesor twigs, cutting of scion sticks,
defoliation of leavesfrom the sticks and topping of small trees.Theseare single cut, double
cut, parrot nosecut, roll cut, bes cut, supacut, replaceableblade type, easycut, kiln cut etc.
The pruning secateurconsistof two cutting bladesor one cutting bladeand an anvil, handle,
volute springto keepthe bladeand handle in openpositionand a locking device for keeping
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the secateurin closedposition. The blade is importantpart of the tool and is ,madefrom high
carbonsteel, tool steel or alloy steel. The bladesare forged to shape,ground sharp at the
cutting edgeand hardenedto 460-510 HB. Handlesare made from aluminium or mild steel
and in somecasesa cover of plastic is providedon the armsof the handle.Usuallythe arms of
the handle follow a fixed path during cutting operationbut in somesecateursone of the arm
of the handleis maderotatingtype for easyoperation.For operationthe branchor the twig is
held in betweenthe bladesand handlespressedtogetherwhich producesshearingaction and
cutting of the material.The secateuris selectedaccordingto the operationand size of the twig
or branch.

Specifications
The pruning secteurs are known by various names depending upon the shape of blades and
are available in various sizes. The size refers to overall length of the secateur.
Size (mm)

:

Cutting capacity (dia. mm):

150, 175,200,225,

and 250

up to 20

Uses
For cutting of the unwanted branchesor twigs of the orchard tree, vines, scion sticks,
defoliationetc.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,

116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557,569,633,
658, 699, 700,701,780
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143, 1164, 1189, 1272, 1282, 1291, 1521, 1528, 1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

PNEUMATIC SECATEURS
Features
The pneumaticsecateurs,also knownas pneumaticpruningshears,areusedfor pruningvines
using pneumatic power. Gripping blade of the shearis stationaryand shearingaction is
impartedby the otherblade throughthe movementof piston.
at the end of which it is fixed, with high-pressureair carried I
in a portable cylinder. The device offers effortless,accurate
and swift cutting, at the sametime ensuringthe quality of
vines. The double acting piston facilitates easy pruning of
even large branches.The extensionmemberhelps accessto
branchesinside canopy.The cuttingheadof the shearcanbe
adjustedas neededacross360°.

Specifications
Air pressure required
Length (mrn)
Extension rod (mm)
Weight (g)

(bars) :

7-15
260
600, 1200 and 1500
685

Uses
Pneumatic secateurs are used for pruning vines.

Sources(Appendix)
390
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made sharp and hardened to 45-48 HRC. For efficient cutting the blade is provided with
adequate rake and gullet angles. The handle is made from good quality wood and riveting
joins the blade. For cutting the blade is repeatedly moved over the branch and cutting is done
in forward stroke.

Specifications
Blade length (rom)
Blade width (rom)
Blade thickness (rom)
Pitch of teeth (rom)
Rake angle (O)
Gullet angle (O)

300, 350, 400, and450
42 and45
1.6
4 to 5
15 (straightedge)and20 (curvededge)
57 (straightedge)and 65 (curvededge)

Uses
For pruning or cutting of unwantedthick branchesof orchardtreeswhich are not possibleby
pruningknife of secateuror treepruner.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92, 116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557,569,633,
658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961, 1004, 1009, 1010, 1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528, 1536,1614,1667,1684,1732,1736

CHAIN SAW
Features
It is also called power sawand is a light andportablemachinenormally and operatedby one
person.Cutting is done by an endlesschainfitted with cutters,which runs arounda flat piece
called the bar. The drive link of the chain runs
in a groove,machinedin the edgeof the bar and
are pulled along by the teeth of a sprocket,
which engage them. The sprocket in turn is
driven at full speedeither by small two- stroke
petrol engine or electric motor. The power to
the chain is
transmitted
through a centrifugal clutch mounted on crankshaftof the
engine.The chainis of roller type and has left and right hand
cuttersspacedalternatelyalongits length. In front of eachof
the cuttersis a small projectioncalled a depth gaugewhose
purposeis to controlthe depthof cut madeby the cutter.

Specifications
Length(mm)
Width (mm)
Height (mm)
Maximum cutting length (mm)
Motor power (kW)
Weight (kg)

830
240
200
400

1.6
3.9

Uses
The chain saw is used to trim dead or diseased wood from trees, to remove inconveniently
placed branches or fell trees.
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Sources(Appendix)
238, 785

HEDGE SHEAR
Features
The hedgeshearis manuallyoperatedhand tool for pruning, trimming and cutting of hedges
and shrubs.The tool essentiallyconsistsof two bladeswith tangs.The tangsare inserted in
the woodenhandleand securedby ferrule. The cutting actiontakesplacebetweentwo blades,

which are pivoted, and the materialt\} be cut is shearedbetweentheseblades.The bladesare
forged to shapeand edgesare ground to obtain a bevel anglejust less than 90 degrees.It is
importantto maintainthe desired cutting while sharpeningthesebladesto obtain cleancut.
The blade and tang are made in single piece from high carbonsteel, tool steelor alloy steel
and hardenedto 420-470 HB. The handlesare made from high quality wood. For operation
the handlesare pulled apart to open the blades.The material or hedgetwigs to be cut are
brought in betweenthesebladesand moving the handlesinward shearsthe twigs. This action
is repeatedfast for trimming of the hedgesand shrubs.Someof the modelsareprovided with
pruning notch nearthe pivot of bladesfor cutting of thick twigs.

Specifications
Blade length (mm)
Bladethickness(mm)
Openingangle of blade (O)
Handleanglewith blade (O)

:
:
:
:

150,200,250, and 300
8
95
27-30

Uses
The hedge shear is used for pruning and trimming of hedge and giving it desired shape. It is
also used for cutting of shrubs and removing of haphazard growth in gardens and lawns.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92, 116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557,
569,633,658,699,700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126, 1143, 1164, 1189, 1272, 1282, 1291, 1521, 1528, 1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

HEDGE TRIMMER
Features
Hedge trimmer consists of a cutter bar
having two sets of reciprocating blades. The
teeth along the top blade are diamond round
and double edged to stay sharp for long. It
can cut even branches of up to 16 mm in
diameter. The cutter bar is driv.:n either by engine or motor. The unit can be moved in various
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directions-to the left, right, upwardsor downwards.A baffle guard is providedto protectthe
user from flying leaves,stemsor branches.The motor power unit is provided with flexible
chord, which permits the movementof the trimmer to all places in the garden. An extra
trigger switchis integratedin the handlefor quick, errorfree operation.

Specifications(electric motor model)
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Height (rom)
Powerrequirement(W)
Blade length (mm)
Blade strokes(per min)
Blade gap (mm)
Weight (kg)

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

860
145
180
400
510
3700
16
2.4

Uses
Hedge trimmer is used for trimming hedges, shrubs and brambles. It is also used for
contouring plants in desired shapesand sizes for enhancing the aesthetics of the garden.

Sources(Appendix)
238, 785

STRING TRIMMER
Features
This is a two handedstring trimmer with an in
built intelligent reflex line feed system for
automatic sensingof the feed besidesproviding
convenienceand savingtime of operation.The
unit has motor, which rotates the string for
cutting the grass. The unit is provided with a
wire spool having flexible chord protector.The
unit has a vertical symmetry for gripping by
both the handsand the cutting headcan approachcornersof the gardenwhere standardlawn
mowersfind it difficult to reach.

Specifications
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Height (mm)
Weight (kg)
Cutting width (mm)
Wire length (m)
Line feed system
Line diameter (mm)
Line cutting speed (rpm)

800
270
200
1.5
250
10 x 1.5 rnm

Reflex

1.5
10200

Uses
The trimmer is usedto trim tall and toughgrasses.It is especiallysuitablefor the areaswhere
lawn mower cannotreach. It can trim aroundtrees; bushesand posts right up to walls and
fenceand evenalongthe edgesof the footpath.

Sources(Appendix)
238
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LOPPING SHEAR
Features
The lopping shearis manually operatedhand t~ol with lonszhandlesfor pruning of orchard
trees in standingposition. It is used for pruning and
cutting of the twigs, which are beyond the reach of
human hands and cannot be cut with pruning
secateurs.The shapeof the lopping shearis similar
to pruning secateuror hedge sheardependingupon
the manufacturers. The shear consists of two
shearing blades joined to the sockets to which
woodenhandlesare inserted.The bladesare fabrIcatedfrom high carbonsteel, tool steel or
alloy steel, forged to shapeand the cutting edgesare hardenedto 425-450HB. The sockets
are made from mild steel. Both the bladesare pivoted at the commonpoint, which allows
them to open or close. For operationthe handlesare pulled apart which openthe bladesand
the branch or twig to be cut is brought in betweenthe blades.The bladesare closed to put
cutting pressureon the branch,which thus get sheared.Due to long handlethick branchescan
alsobe cut with the lopping shear.

Specifications
Blade length(mIil)
Blade thicknes(mm)
Overall length (mm)

800

Cutting capacity(dia. mm)

50

150-250
6-8

Uses
The lopping shearis used for pruningand cutting of branchesand twig~ of the orchardtreesin
standingposition, which arebeyondthe reach,and capacityof pruningsecateur.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92, 116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557,569,633,
658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

FORESTERSHEAR
Features
The forester shear is similar to the lopping shear for cutting the branches, twigs or bushes in
standing position. The tool is provided with long handle, which allow the blades to exert more
cutting pressure on the stock. The forester shear consists of a cutting blade and an anvil joined
to the sockets. Long wooden handles are inserted in the,sockets, which help in cutting the branches or twigs beyond
I
the reach of human hand. The blade and anvil which are
important parts of the shear are made from high carbon steel,
tool steel or alloy steel, forged to sha~e and the cutting e?g~s
hardened to 420-425 HB. For operatIon the branch! twIg IS I
held between the blade and anvil and the blade and anvil are
I
moved inward, which causes the blade to penetrate in the branch or twig where the anvil of
the shear provide the support.

Specifications
Blade length (mm)
Blade thickness (mm)

180-200
6-8
377
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Overall length mm)
Cutting capacity, ca. (~m)

800-850
upto 60

Uses
The forester shearis used for pruning or cutting the unwantedthick
branchesor twigs up to 60 mm thick in orchardor forest. It is alsoused
for cutting the shn '.)sor bushesandclearanceof unwantedgrowth.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92, ] 16, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,557,569,
633, 658, 699, 700, 701, 780, 783, 784, 857, 858, 859, 861, 870, 887,
917,938,961,1004,1009,1010,1108,1126,1143,1164,
1189, 1272,
1282,1291,1521,1528,1536,1614,1667,1684,1732,1736

GRASSSHEAR
Features
The grass shear is simple hand tool
used in maintenance of lawns.
Various types of grass shears are
available. The important parts are
the cutting blades made frorI' high
carbon steel or alloy steel and
hardened to 425-450 HB. The blades are sharpened at the cutting edges. These are joined to a
,..,
'V' shape spring steel handle, which keeps the shearing
"""11
blades always in open position. In some models the blades
are pivoted at a point and a link is provided to actuate the
one blade by pressing the handles. For cutting the hlades
j are repeatedly actuated. Cutting takes place due to shearing
action of the blades.

Specifications
Blade length (mm)
Overall length of shear(mm)
Bladethickness(mm)

150, 75, and200
3002-3

Uses
The grassshearis used for trimming of the grassin the lawn. It is also used for side dressing
of the lawn and cutting of the soft vegetativematerial.The shearwith '0' spring steelhandle
having sharpedgescanalsobe usedfor shearingof sheepwool.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,116,155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,1536,1614,1667,1684,1732, 1736

GARDEN SWORD
Features
The garden sword is a simple manually operatedhand tool used in sitting or squatting
position. The sword consistsof a metal strip or blade with one of the edgessharpenedfor
cuttingthe grass.The bladehasa tang, which is insertedin the woodenhandleandjoined to it
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by riveting. The blade is made from medium or high carbonsteel forged to shapeand the
sharpenededgeshardenedto 370-450
HB. For operationthe gardensword is
held in one hand and swung in sitting
or squattingposition over the grassor
soft vegetative matter. The impact
action of the sharpedgeaccomplishesthe cutting of the matter. Some of the gardenswords
are made from spring steel and bent to a shape,which thus can be operated in standing
position. The cutting edgesaresharpenedandhardened.

Specifications
Blade length with tang (mm)

870

Cutting edge length (mm)
Overall length (mm)
Blade width (mm)
Blade thickness (mm)

600
1000
35
2.5

Uses
The gardensword is used for cutting of the grassin the lawns and in the field. It is also used
to clear haphazardgrowth pf unwantedplants in the field. It can be used for cutting or
clearingthe busheswith thin and soft stems.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29, 92, 116, 155,206, 209, 249, 304, 385, 387, 391, 420, 557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,
1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

FLOWER SCISSORS
Features
The flower scissors is a very simple hand tool, which resembles a surgical scissors. It consists
of two short blades with handles..The handles have a grip to accommodate the fingers for
actuating
blades.with
The abiades
are
joined the
together
rivet
~
and fitted with close clearance for
performing the cutting operation."
The scissors are made from cast
iron, mild steel, and stainless
steel. Hard chrome plating is done

on the scissors made from cast
iron and steel. For Operation the
tool is held in one hand and the
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material to be cut is brought in
between the blades. The movement of the fingers closes the blades for performing cutting
operation.

Specifications
The scissorsare specifiedaccordingto their lengths,which vary from 100-200rom.

Uses
For cutting flowers with stems and other soft vegetative materials.
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Sources(Appendix)'
13,29,92, 116, 155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
557, 569, 633,658,699,700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961, 1004, 1009, 1010, 1108,
1126, 1143, 1164, 1189, 1272, 1282, 1291, 1521, 1528, 1536, 1614, 1667, 1684, 1732, 1736

ROTATING DISC MOWER
Features
In a rotatingdisc mower,a knife-edgemoving at a high speed
cuts the grass through impact. In the cutting unit, a circular
disc in horizontal plane has two to four triangular or
rectangularblades.The bladesare replaceabletype. The disc
rotatesat about3000 rev/min. The bladesare madefrom high
carbon steeland they have to be maintainedsharp,otherwise
uprooting of grasswill take place insteadof cutting. In some
designs,the blades are swinging type and move out of the
way when they hit an obstruction. The surfacefinish obtained
with a rotating disc mower is rough as comparedto that
obtained with a cylinder mower. Therefore,this is normally
used for rough areassuchas orchardswhere the finish is not
critical. Rotatingdisc mowersareavailablewith electricalmotors or driven by engine.

Specifications
LengthxWidthxHeight (mm)
Cutting width (mm)
Cutting height (mm)
Motor (kW)
Weight (kg)

1050x380x1000
340-380
30

1.0-1.4
12

Uses
The mower is used for cutting grass in lawns and fields.

Sources(Appendix)
238

LA WN MOWER (Cylindrical)
Features
It consistsof cylindrical reel on th~ surfaceof which cutting blades.
are mounted in spiral fashion, anvil
stationeryblade, handle,drive wheel, drive
pawl, grass gatherer (bucket) and roller
assembly.The cutting bladesare made of
carbon steel and fastened to flanges
mounted on a centre shaft. The cutting
blades rotate, and becauseof their spiral
mounting, causeprogressivecutting action
acrossthe anvil blade.The anvil blade is a
flat bladesharpenedat the edgesand canbe
adjusted.The grassis trappedbetweenthe rotating and anvil blades

and cutting takes place due to shearingaction. The machine has also front roller for
adjustmentof height of cut and a grass box at the rear to collect the cut grasswhile the
machineis in operation.

Specifications
Type
Weight (kg)
Cutting width (mm)
Cutting height (mm)
Wheels
Numberof cuts permetre

Rotary, cylindrical

9.5-10.5
280-380
12-30
High impactplasticwheelswith rubbertyres
40

Uses
The mower is used for cutting grass in lawns and fields.

Sources(Appendix)
390,961,308

CROW BAR
Features
The crowbaris a hand tool fabricatedfrom an octagonalbar. One of the endsis pointed and
the other is spoon or chiselled
shaped. The spoon or chiselled
shape end is either forged from
the bar or separatelymade and
welded to the end of crow bar.
The crow bar is made either from
the structural steel or from
medium carbon steel. The crow
bar endsare forgedto shapeand hardenedto 350-400HB. For its operation,the tool is held in
both handsin vertical positionand driveninto the soil by impact

Specifications
Overall length (mm)
Bar thickness(mm)
Chisel/ spoonlength(mm)
Chisel/spoonwidth (mm)

Chisel shaped
1060
22 to 25
152
75

22 to25

Weight (kg)

3.6,4.5

3.6,4.5

Spoonshaped
1066
190
100

Uses
For digging holes or pits for planting andfencing.

Sources(Appendix)
13,29,92,116,155,206,209,249,304,385,387,391,420,
557, 569, 633, 658, 699, 700,
701,780,783,784,857,858,859,861,870,887,917,938,
961,1004,1009,1010,1108,
1126,1143,1164,1189,1272,1282,1291,1521,1528,1536,1614,1667,1684,1732,1736
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POWER TILLER OPERATED AUGER DIGGER
Features
Power tiller operatedaugerdigger consistsof a small frame
with the provision to lower and raise the soil-working
element.Drive is providedto the unit with the helpof a setof
bevel gears and belt pulleys. Lowering and raising is
accomplishedby meansof a rack and pinion arrangement
which is operated by a hand wheel. It has two depth
adjustment wheels, which support the weight of the
implement, and provides stability. Pits can be dug up to a
depth of 45 to 60 cm and the diameterof the postholeis 30
cm. For operationthe augeris mountedon a power tiller and
is lowered with the help of a steering.The augeris lifted
whenthe desireddepthof the hole is achieved.

Specifications
Overall Dimensions
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Height (mm)
Weight (kg)
Field capacity (holes/h)
Power (hp)

1070

1040
1980
125
40-50
8-10

Uses
Suitable for digging circular pits for planting saplings.It is also suitable for use in orchards
and forestsdue to its manoeuvrability.

Sources(Appendix)
254

POST HOLE DIGGER
Features
Posthole digger is an attachment to the [
three-point linkage of tractor. It consists of
an auger, which is driven through bevel
gears. The auger gets drive from the tractor I
pto through a propeller shaft and bevel gear i
box. The perpendicularity of digging auger
is maintained with four-bar linkage formed
by hitching syst,emthe tie rod pr~vid~d at
the top, The tIp of the auger IS eIther
diamond shaped or pointed with wings to suit to different soil conditions. The diameter and
depth of hole can be changed by changing the auger assembly.

I

Specifications
LengthxWidthxHeight (mm)
Auger diameter (mm)
Weight (kg)
Power requirement (hp)

2390x840x1430
250-450
150-240
35, Tractor
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Capacity (pits/h)

90

Uses
To dig holes for planting tree saplings

Sources(Appendix)
396,592, 1260,1598
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